
I lived with my family in

a neighborhood called

Talbieh in the middle of

Jerusalem. There were

no malls or shopping

centers, but tucked into

its small, tree-lined

streets was everything

you need. I could walk

to my school, to the

mini-market called a

makolet, and to a fruit and vegetable stand where I

bought ice cream, candy, or soda. On Fridays I was sent

to buy flowers and the big Shabbat edition of the news-

paper to bring home. In my neighborhood there were

also many small synagogues, a bank, a post office, and of

course a bus stop. My favorite place was the local park. I

walked there every day with a group of my school friends

to play soccer or basketball, to roller blade, or to play

catch. Once, I saw the Israeli Prime Minister in the park.

He didn’t seem to have time to play with us.

Someone famous once lived in my neighborhood.

Down the block is the house where Golda Meir lived.

She was the first and only woman, to serve as Prime

Minister of the State of Israel. Also, the President of Israel

lives at the very end of my street. I used to walk by his big

house every day on my way to my friend Dudi’s dad’s

makolet. One day, we saw President Clinton drive down

our street in a long car with small flags to visit the

President of Israel.

My family had a joke about our neighborhood:

Because of the names of the streets, we said that we were

living in a Jewish Heroes Museum. My school was on

29th of November Street, because on November 29th,

the United Nations voted to partition Palestine and create

the states of Israel and Jordan. All of the street signs are

written in Hebrew, English, and Arabic.

Of all the neighborhoods, I ever lived in, my neighbor-

hood in Jerusalem felt the friendliest. I always shopped at

the same stores, and I got to know the people who

worked in each store. But even if I forgot a name, no one

forgot to say Shalom!
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“Read” each line.

Read these words

íéìÄBç-úéa•    øàÇcÊ    øôñ•-úéa•    äðˆç’z—    ïb‡ .1

øôÆñ•-úéa•    ïb‡    íéìÄBç-úéa•    íé-óBç    úeðç’ .2

íé-óBç   íéìÄBç-úéa•    ïb‡    úeðç’    äðˆç’z—    øàÇcÊ .3

ïb‡

úeðç’

øàÇcÊ

úñ–ð†kÀ-úéa•

øôÆñ•-úéa•

íé-óBç

äðˆç’z—

íéìÄBç-úéa•

If your students do not yet read Hebrew, skip the last two exercises on this page.

Match the word to the picture.
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